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What we love was how the CEO made the audience experience or imagine why someone would need their
product. Download Here 26 iControl iControl replaces paper with an iPad at construction projects for efficient
documentation. Do not be afraid to share your vision: But with a clear business plan behind it. It then lists
their customers, helping build credibility and trust. What we love from this wonderful startup pitch deck was
the use of consistent, professional illustrations across every slide. Having a side-by-side comparison is very
visually compelling. Delivery an indirect form of take-out will be available at certain times and to a limited
area. Hopefully, you can get some inspiration for your own. Download Here 41 Unicorn Unicorn sells
skincare for men like a kick-ass butt mask and is booming all over Asia. What we love is the sharing of epic
fail real-life photographs that the speaker shared. What we love were two things. What we love: Interactivity.
Download Here 47 Printify This startup helps entrepreneurs and brands create custom products to sell in their
store. Audiences know when you have invested in design and when have not. You can browse through them,
select the one that best suits the subject and theme of your presentation, and download it quickly to start
working on it. We have curated the best pitch decks from startups that presented at Y Combinator and
Startups. What we love about their pitch deck is how it clearly presents the problem, their solution, and how
this can be a huge opportunity. There are new restaurants opening every month and over more needed to keep
pace with increasing demand. This piece of information is mentioned several times throughout the deck, and
on the last slide, so the audience stays once the presentation is over. Download Here 13 Home61 Home61 is
an online real estate company that makes rentals and sales much easier. Therefore, we decided to take a deep
dive and look at how the most successful pitch decks are looking like in 


